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INCREASING HYPERBOLICITY OF VARIETIES
SUPPORTING A VARIATION OF HODGE STRUCTURES
WITH LEVEL STRUCTURES
YOHAN BRUNEBARBE
Abstract. Looking at the finite e´tale congruence coversX(p) of a com-
plex algebraic variety X equipped with a variation of integral polarized
Hodge structures whose period map is quasi-finite, we show that both
the minimal gonality among all curves contained in X(p) and the mini-
mal volume among all subvarieties of X(p) tend to infinity with p. This
applies for example to Shimura varieties, moduli spaces of curves, mod-
uli spaces of abelian varieties, moduli spaces of Calabi-Yau varieties, and
can be made effective in many cases. The proof goes roughly as follows.
We first prove a generalization of the Arakelov inequalities valid for any
variation of Hodge structures on higher-dimensional algebraic varieties,
which implies that the hyperbolicity of the subvarieties of X is controlled
by the positivity of a single line bundle. We then show in general that
a big line bundle on a normal proper algebraic variety X¯ can be made
more and more positive by going to finite covers of X¯ defined using level
structures of a local system defined on a Zariski-dense open subset.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Main results. Let X be a complex algebraic variety equipped with
a variation of complex polarized Hodge structures V = (LC,F
•, h). When
the associated period map X˜ → D from the universal cover of X to the
corresponding period domain has discrete fibers, then X satisfies many hy-
perbolicity properties. For example, every holomorphic map C → X is
constant [GS69, Corollary 9.4] and every desingularization of a subvari-
ety of X is of log-general type and has a big logarithmic cotangent bun-
dle [Zuo00, Bru18, BC20]. However, nothing similar can be said in general
about the compactifications of X, or about the birational properties of X
and its subvarieties. This is already seen by looking at the weight 1 variation
of Hodge structures on P1\{0, 1,∞} obtained from the Legendre family of
elliptic curves. More generally, if A1(n) denotes the coarse moduli space of
elliptic curves with a symplectic level-n structure (that is a symplectic basis
of the degree 1 cohomology with coefficients in Z/nZ), then its geometric
genus1 g(A1(n)) is bigger than 1 only when n > 6. However, the genus
and even the gonality2 of A1(n) tends to infinity with n, see [Abr96]. In
this paper, we prove a vast generalization of this phenomenon: the results
below show that by going to level covers, X and its subvarieties get more
and more hyperbolic, and that this holds in a uniform way. We refer to
[Nad89, Nog91, HT06, Rou16, BT18, AVA18, Bru16, Cad16, Cad18, Den20]
for results of a similar flavour.
Assume that LC = LZ ⊗Z C for a torsion-free Z-local system LZ on X of
rank r = rk (LC). For every positive integer n, let LZ/nZ := L⊗Z (Z/nZ) be
the induced Z/nZ-local system. We denote by X(n) = X(LZ/nZ) the total
space of the local system of sets B(n) := IsomZ/nZ
(
(Z/nZ)rX ,LZ/nZ
)
, so
that there is a natural free action of the group Gl (r,Z/nZ) on X(n) such
that X is identified with the quotient. An n-level structure on LZ is then
1The geometric genus of an integral curve C is by definition the genus of the smooth
projective curve which is birational to C.
2The gonality of an integral curve C is the minimal degree of a dominant rational map
C 99K P1.
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by definition a global section of B(n), or equivalently a section of the finite
e´tale map X(n)→ X.
Our main result in this paper is the following:
Theorem 1.1. Let LZ be a torsion-free Z-local system on a complex alge-
braic variety X, and assume that LC underlies a variation of complex polar-
ized Hodge structures whose period map has discrete fibres. Then, given a
positive number v, for all but finitely many prime numbers p, every integral
subvariety Y of X(p) satisfies vol(Y ) ≥ v. In particular, for all but finitely
many prime numbers p, all subvarieties of X(p) are of general type.
Recall that the volume of a line bundle L on a proper variety X of dimension
n is the nonnegative real number
vol(L) := lim sup
k→∞
n!
kn
· h0(X,L⊗k)
which measures the positivity of L from the point of view of birational
geometry. In particular, vol(L) is positive if and only if the linear system
|kL| embbeds X birationally in a projective space for k large enough. The
volume vol(Y ) of an integral variety Y is then by definition the volume
of the canonical bundle KY¯ of any smooth proper variety Y¯ birational to
Y (one easily check that this does not depend on Y¯ ). In particular, Y is
of general type if and only if vol(Y ) > 0. If Y is an integral curve, then
vol(Y ) = 2 · g(Y ) − 2, where g(Y ) is the geometric genus of Y . Therefore,
it follows from Theorem 1.1 that the function which associates to a prime
number p the minimal genus of an irreducible curve contained in X(p) tends
to infinity with p. We prove that it is even true for the minimal gonality:
Corollary 1.2. With the notations of Theorem 1.1, given an integer d > 0,
for all but finitely many prime numbers p, every curve in X(p) has gonality
at least d.
Remark 1.3. Consider a finite Z-module R ⊂ C and a torsion-free R-local
system LR on a complex algebraic variety X, and assume that LC underlies
a variation of complex polarized Hodge structures whose period map has
discrete fibres. Then the obvious generalizations of Theorem 1.1 and its
Corollary 1.2 for finite e´tale covers of X associated to maximal ideals in
R are valid and proved exactly in the same way. An easy modification of
the proofs permits also to obtain results when R is a Z-algebra of finite
type, but the statements are somewhat cumbersome so we leave them to the
interested reader.
Theorem 1.1 and its Corollary 1.2 apply in particular to Shimura varieties,
and already in this case they are much stronger than the analogous results in
the literature, see section 7 for a detailed discussion. For example, if Ag(n)
denotes the moduli space of g-dimensional principally polarized abelian va-
rieties with a symplectic level-n structure, we prove the following
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Theorem 1.4 (cf. Corollary 7.2). For any positive integer n, any curve in
Ag(n) has gonality at least ⌈
n
6g ⌉.
But our approach permits also to deal with those variations of Hodge struc-
tures for which Griffiths horizontality is a non-trivial condition. For ex-
ample, this permits us to obtain hyperbolicity results for moduli spaces of
polarized Calabi-Yau varieties with level structures. (For any prime number
p, a level-p structure on a smooth projective complex variety X of dimension
d is a basis of the Fp-vector space H
d(X,Fp).)
Theorem 1.5 (cf. Theorem 7.6). For any prime number p, let M(p) be
the moduli stack of polarized Calabi-Yau varieties equipped with a level-p
structure (it is a smooth quasi-projective complex variety for p ≥ 3). Then
the minimal volume of an integral variety (resp. the minimal gonality of an
integral curve) contained in M(p) tends to infinity with p.
Our proof of Theorem 1.1 follows essentially from two independent results
that are interesting by themselves:
(1) We prove a higher dimensional version of the now classical Arakelov
inequalities: in the situation of the Theorem 1.1, assuming that X
is the complementary of a normal crossing divisor D in a smooth
proper variety X¯, the “logarithmic volume” of all subvarieties of X
is uniformely controlled by the volume of the Griffiths parabolic line
bundle of V.
(2) We show that any big line bundle on a normal proper algebraic
variety X¯ can be made more and more positive by going to finite
covers of X¯ defined using level structures of a local system defined
on a Zariski-dense open subset.
We now describe these two main ingredients more precisely.
1.2. Higher dimensional Arakelov inequalities. Let V = (L,F
r
, h)
be a variation of complex polarized Hodge structures on a smooth alge-
braic variety X with quasi-unipotent monodromies at infinity and denote
by LV := ⊗p∈Z detF
p its Griffiths line bundle [Gri70]. Then LV extends
canonically as a parabolic line bundle L¯V on any log-smooth compactifica-
tion of X (when the monodromy at infinity of L is unipotent, the parabolic
structure on L¯V is trivial and L¯V coincides with the Deligne-Schmid exten-
sion of LV). We refer to section 2 for the definitions.
Starting with the results of Arakelov about family of curves parametrized by
a curve, there is an abundant literature about the now called Arakelov in-
equalities for abelian schemes and more generally variations of Hodge struc-
tures on curves, cf. [Ara71, Fal83, Pet90, Kim98, JZ02, Pet00, Vie09]. When
X is the complementary of finitely many points in a smooth projective curve
X¯ and the variation V is non-isotrivial (or equivalently L has infinite mon-
odromy), their more general versions show that deg L¯V ≤ C ·(−χ(X)) for an
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explicit positive constant C which depends only on the discrete invariants
of V. The following result provides a generalized Arakelov inequality which
applies to variations of Hodge structures on higher dimensional basis (see
also [Zuo00, Theorem 0.2] for another possible generalization).
Before giving the statement, recall (cf. Theorem 2.3) that the Chern cur-
vature form of the Griffiths line bundle LV equipped with the hermitian
metric induced by h is a closed positive real (1, 1)-form on X. The corre-
sponding Ka¨hler pseudo-metric is non-degenerate on the Zariski-open subset
of X where the period map is immersive, and has a negative holomorphic
sectional curvature −γV < 0.
Theorem 1.6 (Higher dimensional Arakelov inequalities). Let X¯ be a smooth
proper complex algebraic variety, D ⊂ X¯ a normal crossing divisor and
V = (L,F
r
, h) a variation of complex polarized Hodge structures of length3
w on X¯−D with a generically immersive period map. Assume that the local
system L has quasi-unipotent monodromies around the irreducible compo-
nents of D and let L¯V be the Griffiths parabolic line bundle of V. Then
L¯V ≤
1
γV
·KX¯(D)
4.
This statement is a consequence of a more precise Arakelov inequality that
holds at the level of currents, cf. Theorem 3.1.
Remarks 1.7. (1) The holomorphic sectional curvature γV depends only
on the discrete invariants of V (or equivalently on the corresponding
period domain), and it satisfies (cf. Theorem 2.3)
1
γV
6
w2
4
· rank(L),
so that we get an effective Arakelov inquality. Note that if (L,F
r
, h)
is isomorphic to its dual (this holds for example if it is a variation
of real polarized Hodge structures), then
w2
4
· rank(L) =
w
2
·
p∑
i=1
rank(Fp).
(2) Since in that situation the cohomology class of the Griffiths parabolic
line bundle is big (cf. Proposition 2.4), we recover that X is of log-
general type [Zuo00, Bru18, BC20].
Example 1.8. Let X be a smooth complex variety and A→ X an abelian
scheme of relative dimension g and maximal variation. Let X¯ be a smooth
compactification ofX such thatD := X¯−X is a normal crossing divisor, and
3By definition, if [a, b] is the smallest interval such that GriFF
−∞ = 0 for i /∈ [a, b],
then the length of V is the integer b− a.
4By definition, an inequality A ≤ B between two Q-line bundles A and B on a proper
variety means that the Q-line bundle B − A is pseudoeffective.
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assume that A extends as a semi-abelian scheme A¯ → X¯ with zero section
e : X¯ → A¯. Applying Theorem 1.6 to the variation of Hodge structures
coming from the relative cohomology in degree 1, we get the inequality
e∗Ωg
A¯/X¯
≤
g
2
·KX¯(D).
This generalizes the well-known inequality over curves [Fal83, Kim98].
Since pseudoeffective divisors are dual to movable curves [BDPP13], Theo-
rem 1.6 is equivalent to the following statement.
Theorem 1.9. With the notations of Theorem 1.6, the following inequality
holds for every movable curve C ⊂ X¯ with class [C] ∈ N1(X¯):
L¯V · [C] ≤
1
γV
·KX¯(D) · [C].
In particular, this applies with [C] = [H]dimX−1 for H an ample divisor.
We now derive from Theorem 1.6 two immediate corollaries.
Corollary 1.10. With the notations of Theorem 1.6, the following inequal-
ity holds:
vol(L¯V) ≤
1
(γV)dimX
· vol(KX¯(D)).
Corollary 1.11. With the notations of Theorem 1.6, if we assume moreover
that the Q-line bundle L¯V(−
1
γV
·D) is big, then X¯ is of general type. More
generally, every integral subvariety of X not contained in the augmented
base locus of L¯V(−
1
γV
·D) is of general type.
Remarks 1.12. (1) Most of these results were already proved by differ-
ents methods when X is the quotient of a bounded symmetric do-
main by a torsion-free arithmetic lattice, cf. [Bru16, Cad18].
(2) Assuming that V is a variation of real polarized Hodge structures,
and observing that L¯V is the smallest nonzero Hodge subbundle of
the variation of real polarized Hodge structures ⊗p∈ZΛ
rkFpV, it fol-
lows from [Bru16, Theorem 3.3] that the cotangent bundle of X¯
is even big under the stronger assumption that the Q-line bundle
L¯V(−
w2·rkL
2 ·D) is big.
1.3. Increasing positivity through level structures. We consider a
normal projective variety X¯ equipped with a big line bundle L, and a torsion-
free Z-local system LZ defined on a Zariski-dense open subset X ⊆ X¯ . We
assume that the local system LZ is large, i.e. its pullback by any non-
constant algebraic map is non-trivial [Kol95]. This is true for example if
LC := LZ ⊗Z C underlies a variation of complex polarized Hodge structures
whose period map has discrete fibres, cf. proposition 4.3.
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As before, for every positive integer n, we denote by X(n) the finite e´tale
cover of X that trivializes the local system LZ ⊗Z (Z/nZ). Let also X¯(n)
be the normalization of X¯ in the total ring of fractions of X(n) and πn :
X¯(n)→ X¯ the projection.
Informally speaking, the results of this section show that the pullback of
L to X¯(n) gets more and more positive as n gets big. To state them, let
us recall the definition of some invariants attached to L commonly used to
measure its positivity.
First introduced in [Nak00], the augmented base locus (or non-ample locus)
of L is defined as
B+(L) = ∩ Supp(D)
over all decompositions L⊗n = A(D) with A an ample line bundle, D ⊂ X¯
an effective divisor and n a positive integer. Following [ELM+09], we define
for every subvariety Z¯ ⊆ X¯ the restricted volume of L on Z¯ as
volX¯ |Z¯(L) = lim sup
k→∞
d!
kd
· dimH0(X¯|Z¯, L⊗k),
where d := dim Z¯ and H0(X¯ |Z¯, L⊗k) denotes the image of the restriction
map H0(X¯, L⊗k) → H0(Z¯, (L|Z¯)
⊗k). When L is nef, we have the equalities
volX¯|Z¯(L) = vol(L|Z¯) = L
dim Z¯ · Z¯. In general, thanks to [Nak00], [ELM+09,
Thm C] and [BCL14, Thm B], the augmented base locus of L coincides with
the union of the irreducible subvarieties Z¯ ⊆ X¯ such that volX¯|Z¯(L) = 0.
Theorem 1.13. Let X¯ be a normal projective variety equipped with a big line
bundle L, and let LZ be a torsion-free Z-local system defined on a Zariski-
dense open subset X ⊆ X¯. Assume that the local system LZ is large. Then
for any v > 0, for all but finitely many positive integers n, every subvariety Z¯
of X¯(n) intersecting X(n) satisfies volX¯(n)|Z¯(π
∗
nL) ≥ v, unless its projection
is contained in B+(L).
Since the obvious inequality vol((π∗nL)|Z¯) ≥ volX¯(n)|Z¯(π
∗
nL) holds for every
subvariety Z¯ of X¯(n), we get immediately the following result.
Corollary 1.14. Let X¯, L and LZ as above. For any v > 0, for all but
finitely many positive integers n, every subvariety Z¯ of X¯(n) intersecting
X(n) satisfies vol((π∗nL)|Z¯) ≥ v, unless its projection is contained in B+(L).
Remark 1.15. The proof of Theorem 1.13 can be easily adapted to other
similar contexts. One can for example consider a normal projective variety
X¯ defined over a field of positive characteristic and replace LZ by a Zˆ-
representation of the e´tale fundamental group of a Zariski-dense open subset
X ⊆ X¯ . Or one can also consider positive forms on normal compact Ka¨hler
analytic spaces.
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2. Preliminaries in Hodge theory
2.1. Variations of Hodge structures. A complex polarized Hodge struc-
ture (of weight zero) on a finite-dimensional complex vector space V is the
data of a non-degenerate hermitian form h on V and of a decomposition
V =
⊕
p∈Z V
p which is orthogonal for h and such that the restriction of h to
V p is positive definite for p even and negative definite for p odd. The associ-
ated Hodge metric on V is the positive-definite hermitian metric hH obtained
from h by imposing that the Hodge decomposition V =
⊕
p∈Z V
p is hH -
orthogonal and setting hH := (−1)
p · h on V p. The associated Hodge filtra-
tion is the decreasing finite filtration {F
r
} on V defined by F p :=
⊕
q≥p V
q.
Note that the Hodge decomposition is determined by the Hodge filtration
thanks to the formula V p = F p ∩ (F p+1)⊥. Here (F p+1)⊥ denotes the or-
thogonal with respect to the polarization h, which is clearly equal to the
orthogonal of F p+1 with respect to the Hodge metric hH .
A variation of complex polarized Hodge structures (C-VPHS) on a complex
analytic space X is composed by a complex local system L on X equipped
with a non-degenerate hermitian form h : L ⊗C L¯ → CX and a locally split
finite filtration F• of L ⊗C OX by analytic coherent subsheaves which sat-
isfies Griffiths transversality on the reduced regular locus of X and which
is fiberwise a polarized complex pure Hodge structure. Observe that the
Hodge metrics on the fibres gather as a smooth (but not flat) positive defi-
nite hermitian metric on the vector bundle L ⊗C OX .
As usual, a C-VPHS on a complex analytic space X defines a period map
from the universal cover of X to a classifying space for polarized Hodge
structures. We refer to [Gri70, Sch73] for more details.
2.2. Meromorphic extension of a variation of Hodge structures.
Let X¯ be a complex manifold, D ⊂ X¯ be a normal crossing divisor and
V = (L,F
r
, h) be a C-VPHS on X with quasi-unipotent monodromies
around the irreducible components {Di}i∈I of D. Let V := F
−∞ be the
underlying locally-free OX-module and ∇ = id⊗ d the flat connection com-
ing from the identification V = L ⊗C OX .
By the work of Deligne [Del70], the holomorphic vector bundle V extends
uniquely (up to a unique isomorphism) as a meromorphic bundle V¯ on
(X¯,D) in which the connection ∇ is regular meromorphic. For every α ∈ RI ,
let Vα be the unique locally-free OX¯-module of finite rank contained in V¯
such that ∇ induces a connection with logarithmic singularities ∇ : Vα →
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Vα ⊗ Ω1
X¯
(logD) such that the real part of the eigenvalues of the residue of
∇ along Di belongs to [αi, αi + 1), cf. [Del70, Proposition 5.4]. We obtain
in this way a filtered regular meromorphic connection bundle that we call
the Deligne’s extension of (V,∇).
For every integer p and every α, the sheaf Fp extends as a locally split
subsheaf of Vα by setting: FpVα := Vα ∩ j∗F
p. This defines a filtration
{Fp V¯}p∈Z of V¯ in the category of parabolic vector bundles on (X¯,D). The
data of the Deligne’s extension of (V,∇) together with its extended Hodge
filtration form a meromorphic variation of Hodge structures in the sense of
[Bru17], that we call the meromorphic extension of V.
If Y¯ is another complex manifold, E ⊂ Y¯ a normal crossing divisor and
f : Y¯ → X¯ a holomorphic map such that f−1(D) ⊆ E, then the meromo-
prhic extension of the pullback variation f∗V is equal to the pullback of the
meromorphic extension of V, see [Bru17].
2.3. Computing the Chern classes using the Hodge metric. The
next result is a slight generalization of results of Cattani-Kaplan-Schmid
[CKS86, Corollary 5.23] and Kolla´r [Kol87, Theorem 5.1].
Theorem 2.1. Let X¯ be a smooth proper complex algebraic variety, D ⊂ X¯
a normal crossing divisor and V = (L,F
r
, h) a C-VPHS on X with quasi-
unipotent monodromies around the irreducible components of D. Let L be
a locally split parabolic line subbundle of the meromorphic extension of V
on X¯ and equipp L|X with the smooth hermitian metric hH induced by the
Hodge metric of V. Then the first Chern form
C1(L|X , hH) :=
i
2π
·ΘhH (L|X)
extends as a closed current on X¯ whose class in H2(X¯,R) is equal to the
first parabolic Chern class of L.
Remark 2.2. Following the same argumentation as in [Kol87], one easily
sees that this implies more generally that any homogeneous polynomial in
the Chern forms of some locally abelian parabolic bundles that are locally
split subquotients of the meromorphic extension of V extends as a closed
current on X¯ whose class in H2(X¯,R) is equal to the polynomial in the
corresponding parabolic Chern classes.
Proof. When the monodromies around the irreducible components of D are
unipotent, this is a result of Kolla´r [Kol87, Theorem 5.1]. More precisely,
he proves the following. Let h′ be any smooth hermitian metric on L with
Chern connection θh′ and curvature Θh′. Let also θhH and ΘhH be the Chern
connection and curvature of the line bundle L|X equipped with the Hodge
metric. Then θhH − θh′ is a well-defined 1-form on X, and the following
equality of 2-forms ΘhH = Θh′ + d(θhH − θh′) holds on X. Now, as a con-
sequence of [Kol87, Proposition 5.15] and [Kol87, Corollary 5.17], it follows
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that ΘhH and d(θhH − θh′) both extend as closed (1, 1)-currents [ΘhH ] and
[d(θhH − θh′)] on X¯, that θhH − θh′ extends as a (0, 1)-current [θhH − θh′ ] on
X¯, and that d[θhH − θh′ ] = [d(θhH − θh′)]. Therefore the two closed currents
Θh′ and ΘhH on X¯ defines the same cohomology class and the result follows
in this case.
In general, the monodromy group of L being finitely generated, it admits a
net finite index subgroup by [Bor69, Corollaire 17.7], that we assume to be
normal without loss of generality. Let f : Y → X be the associated finite
e´tale Galois cover. Thanks to Riemann existence theorem and Hironaka
desingularization theorem, there exist a smooth proper algebraic variety Y¯ ,
a normal crossing divisor E ⊂ Y¯ and a morphism f¯ : (Y¯ , E)→ (X¯,D) that
extends f : Y = Y¯ − E → X. By construction, the monodromies of the
local system f∗L around the irreducible components of E are unipotent.
Let α be a closed smooth (1, 1)−form on X¯ whose class in H2(X¯,R) is
equal to the first parabolic Chern class of L. The closed smooth form f∗α
represents the class f∗c1(L) = c1(f
∗L) = c1(
⋄(f∗L)). Therefore, f∗α is the
Chern curvature of a smooth hermitian metric on ⋄(f∗L). Denoting by ΘhH
the Chern curvature of the line bundle L|X equipped with the Hodge metric,
we know from the preceding discussion that
(1) f∗ΘhH extends as a closed current [f
∗ΘhH ] on Y¯ ,
(2) there exists a smooth form β on Y that extends as a current [β] on
Y¯ and such that [f∗α] = [f∗ΘhH ] + d[β] and d[β] = [dβ].
By replacing β with its average over the fibers of the Galois cover f : Y → X,
we can assume that β = f∗γ for a smooth form γ onX, so that α = ΘhH+dγ
on X. Since β is locally integrable, it follows that γ is locally integrable,
hence it extends as a current [γ] on X¯. Similarly, ΘhH extends as a current
[ΘhH ] on X¯ . The equality dγ = α−ΘhH shows then that dγ extends as well
as a current [dγ] on X¯ . Since the current [f∗ΘhH ] is closed, and since for
any smooth form δ of degree 2 · dimC X¯ − 2 on X¯ one has
[f∗ΘhH ](f
∗δ) =
∫
Y
f∗ΘhH ∧ f
∗δ = deg(f) ·
∫
X
ΘhH ∧ δ = deg(f) · [ΘhH ](δ),
it follows that the current [ΘhH ] is closed too. Similarly, one proves that
d[γ] = [dγ] using that d[β] = [dβ] and β = f∗γ. Finally, we get that
[α] = [ΘhH ] + [dγ] = [ΘhH ] + d[γ], so that [ΘhH ] and α defines the same
cohomology class c1(L). 
2.4. The Griffiths line bundle of a variation of Hodge structures.
Following [Gri70], if V = (L,F
r
, h) is a C-VPHS on a complex analytic space
X, we define the Griffiths line bundle of V by the formula LV := ⊗p∈Z detF
p.
Theorem 2.3 (cf. [BB20, Theorem 1.9]). Let V = (L,F
r
, h) be a variation
of complex polarized Hodge structures of length w on a complex manifold S.
The Chern curvature form of its Griffiths line bundle LV equipped with the
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hermitian metric induced by h is a closed positive real (1, 1)-form on S. The
corresponding Ka¨hler pseudo-metric is non-degenerate on the Zariski-open
subset of S where the period map is immersive, has non-positive holomorphic
bisectional curvature and its holomorphic sectional curvature −γV satisfies
1
γV
6
w2
4
· rank(L).
Note that when V is isomorphic to its dual (this holds for example if V is a
variation of real polarized Hodge structures), then
w2
4
· rank(L) =
w
2
·
p∑
i=1
rank(Fp).
Let X be the complementary of a normal crossing divisor D in a smooth
proper complex algebraic variety X¯ and V = (L,F
r
, h) a C-VPHS on X
with quasi-unipotent monodromies around the irreducible components of
D. If (V¯ ,∇,F•V¯, h) is the meromorphic extension of V, then we define the
Griffiths parabolic line bundle of V as
L¯V := ⊗p∈Z detF
p V¯.
By definition it is a parabolic line bundle on (X¯,D) which coincides on X
with the Griffiths line bundle of V. If Y¯ is another complex manifold, E ⊂ Y¯
a normal crossing divisor and f : Y¯ → X¯ a holomorphic map such that
f−1(D) ⊆ E, then the Griffiths line bundle of the pullback variation f∗V is
equal to f∗LV. The following result is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.1
and Theorem 2.3 that we state for reference:
Proposition 2.4. Let X be the complementary of a normal crossing divisor
D in a smooth proper complex algebraic variety X¯ and V = (L,F
r
, h) a
C-VPHS on X with quasi-unipotent monodromies around the irreducible
components of D. If the period map of V is generically immersive, then
the cohomology class of the Griffiths parabolic line bundle of V is big. If
moreover the period map of V has discrete fibres, then the cohomology class
of the Griffiths parabolic line bundle of V is ample modulo D, i.e. B+(L¯V) ⊂
D.
See also [Bru17] where it is proved that the Griffiths parabolic line bundle
is always nef.
3. Higher dimensional Arakelov inequalities
The goal of this section is to prove an Arakelov inequality at the level of
currents that will imply Theorem 1.6.
3.1. An Arakelov inequality between currents. Let X¯ be a complex
manifold of dimension n,D ⊂ X¯ a normal crossing divisor and V = (L,F
r
, h)
a C-VPHS of length w on X = X¯ −D. Thanks to Theorem 2.3, the Chern
curvature form of the Griffiths line bundle LV of V equipped with its Hodge
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metric hH defines a Ka¨hler pseudo-metric on X. Assume that the Zariski-
open subset X˚ of X where the period map is immersive is non-empty and
equipp X˚ with the Ka¨hler metric whose Ka¨hler form is the Chern curvature
form of the Griffiths line bundle LV of V equipped with its Hodge metric. We
denote by−γV its holomorphic sectional curvature, so that
1
γV
6 w
2
4 ·rank(L).
Finally, we denote by hGS the induced pseudo-metric on X and KX .
Theorem 3.1. Notations as above. Then the following inequalities
C1(LV, hH) ≤
1
γV
· C1(KX , hGS) ≤
w2 · rkL
4
· C1(KX , hGS)
between positive (1, 1)-forms hold pointwise on X˚. Moreover, the first Chern
form C1(LV, hH) extends as a closed positive current [C1(LV, h)] on X¯, the
pseudo-metric hGS on KX extends a singular metric on KX¯(D) and the
inequalities
[C1(LV, hH)] ≤
1
γV
· C1(KX¯(D), hGS) ≤
w2 · rkL
4
· C1(KX¯(D), hGS)
hold in the sense of currents on X¯.
3.2. Preliminaries on Ka¨hler metrics. Consider a Ka¨hler manifold (M,g)
with Ka¨hler form ω. We denote by J the real operator on the tangent vec-
tor bundle that defines the complex structure. We denote also by ∇ the
Levi-Civita connection of the underlying Riemannian manifold and R ∈
A2(End(TM)) its curvature. Recall that the Ricci curvature tensor r is
defined by
r(X,Y ) = tr(W 7→ R(W,X) · Y )
for any real tangent vectors X,Y,W . The Ricci tensor of a Ka¨hler metric
is a real symmetric bilinear form of type (1, 1). We denote by Ric ω the
associated 2-form defined by Ric ω(u, v) := r(J(u), v). It is a closed real
(1, 1)-form which is called the Ricci form. Recall the equality
Ric ω = i ·Θ(KM ),
where Θ(KM) denote the Chern curvature of the canonical bundle KM = Ω
n
M
of M equipped with the smooth hermitian metric induced by the Ka¨hler
metric on M .
Recall that the holomorphic bisectional curvature at x ∈M is defined as
H(X,Y ) := g(R(X,JX) · JY, Y )
for every unit vector X and Y in TxM , and that the holomorphic sectional
curvature at x ∈M is defined as H(X) := H(X,X) for every unit vector X
in TxM .
Proposition 3.2. Let M be a Ka¨hler manifold with Ka¨hler form ω. As-
sume that its holomorphic bisectional curvature is non-positive and that its
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holomorphic sectional curvature is bounded from above by −γ < 0. Then
Ric ω ≤ −γ · ω.
Proof. Let x ∈ M and X ∈ TxM a unit vector. Take an orthonormal basis
(e1, · · · , en) of TxM such that e1 = X. Then
r(X,X) =
n∑
j=1
H(ej ,X) ≤ H(e1, e1) ≤ −γ.

3.3. Criterions for extending a metric to the log-canonical bundle.
Proposition 3.3. Let X be the complementary of a normal crossing divisor
D in a complex manifold X¯ of dimension n. Let ω be a closed smooth real
(1, 1)-form on X which is positive on a dense Zariski-open subset X˚. Assume
that there exists a constant γ > 0 such that Ric ω ≤ −γ · ω pointwise on X˚.
Then
(1) the smooth hermitian metric on KX˚ induced by ω|X˚ extends as a
singular metric h˜ with positive curvature on KX(D),
(2) the smooth differential form ω extends as a positive real (1, 1)-current
ω˜ on X¯,
(3) and one has the following inequality between currents on X¯:
γ · ω˜ ≤ Θh˜(KX(D)).
Observe that the second and third points are direct consequences of the first.
The first point will be a consequence of a more general extension result for
singular metric on the canonical bundle that we now explain.
If X is a complex manifold of dimension n, then the smooth hermitian met-
rics on its canonical bundle KX correspond bijectively to the volume forms
as follows: fixing a trivializing holomorphic section η of KX , we associate
to any metric h on KX the volume form
1
|η|2
h
· i
n2
2n · η ∧ η¯. Through this
correspondance, the metric on KX induced by a Ka¨hler metric on X with
Ka¨hler form ω is sent to the volume form 1n! · ω
n.
We will consider more generally some pseudo-volume forms on X. They are
by definition continous tensors of type (n, n) which are C∞-volume forms on
a dense Zariski-open subset. If Ψ is a pseudo-volume form, we denote by
Zero (Ψ) the set where it vanishes (which by definition is contained in a thin
closed analytic subset).
Proposition 3.4. Let X be the complementary of a normal crossing divisor
D in a complex manifold X¯ of dimension n. Consider a pseudo-volume form
Ψ on X and let h be the associated smooth metric on the canonical bundle
on X − Zero (Ψ). Denoting by Θh its curvature, assume that there exists
a constant A > 0 such that the inequalities Θh ≥ 0 and Θ
n
h ≥ A · Ψ hold
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pointwise on X−Zero (Ψ). Then h extends as a singular metric with positive
curvature on KX(D).
Proof. It is sufficient to consider the local situation where X¯ = Dn and
X = (D∗)r × Dn−r for some 0 < r < n. We denote by (z1, · · · , zn) the
canonical coordinates on Dn and by | · |P the metric on KX induced by the
Poincare´ metric on X. Then by applying the lemma below to the universal
cover of X, we get that
A
|dz1 ∧ · · · ∧ dzn|2h
≤
1
n!
·
1
|dz1 ∧ · · · ∧ dzn|2P
.
It follows that the function
(z1, · · · , zn) 7→ − log |
1
z1 · · · zr
· (dz1 ∧ · · · ∧ dzn)|
2
h
goes to −∞ at 0, so that it is a fortiori bounded from above in a neighbor-
hood of 0 in X¯. Since by assumption it is pluri-subharmonic on the dense
Zariski-open subsetX−Zero (Ψ), it extends as a pluri-subharmonic function
on X¯. This exactly means that h extends as a singular metric with positive
curvature on KX(D). 
Lemma 3.5 ([NO90, Lemma 2.2.8]). Consider a pseudo-volume form Ψ on
the polydisk Dn. Assume that there exists a constant A > 0 such that the
following inequalities hold pointwise outside Zero (Ψ):
(1) ΘΨ ≥ 0,
(2) ΘnΨ ≥ A ·Ψ for a constant A > 0.
Then A ·Ψ ≤ 1n! · volP .
3.4. Proof of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 1.6. Let us first prove The-
orem 3.1. We keep the notations of the statement. If we denote by ω =
C1(LV, hH) the Chern curvature of the Griffiths line bundle LV of V equipped
with its Hodge metric, then ω is a closed smooth real (1, 1)-form on X which
is positive on the dense Zariski-open subset X˚ of X where the period map is
immersive. Moreover, the inequality Ric ω ≤ −γV · ω holds pointwise on X˚
with 1γV ≤
w2
4 · rank(L) thanks to Theorem 2.3 and Proposition 3.2. There-
fore Theorem 3.1 follows by applying Proposition 3.3.
Assuming moreover that X¯ is a smooth proper algebraic variety and that L
has quasi-unipotent monodromies around the irreducible components of D,
Theorem 1.6 follows from Theorem 3.1 since the closed current [C1(LV, hH)]
represents the first Chern class of the parabolic line bundle L¯V thanks to
Theorem 2.1.
4. Level structures covers
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 1.13 and its corollaries. This
will be done in several steps.
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4.1. Preliminaries on families of normal cycles. Following Kolla´r [Kol95,
definition 2.1] a normal cycle on a normal algebraic variety X is by defini-
tion an irreducible and normal algebraic variety W together with a finite
morphism w : W → X which is birational to its image. The normalization
of any closed irreducible subvariety of X yields a normal cycle on X, and
all normal cycles on X are obtained in this way.
A family of normal cycles on a normal algebraic variety X [Kol95, definition
2.2] is a diagram
U
u
//
p

X
S
where
(1) every connected component of U and of S is of finite type and re-
duced (but there can be countably many such components);
(2) p is flat with irreducible, geometrically reduced and normal fibers;
(3) for every s ∈ S, u|p−1(S) : p
−1(S)→ X is a normal cycle.
Proposition 4.1. Let X¯ be a normal complex projective variety equipped
with an ample line bundle L. Let X ⊂ X¯ be a Zariski-dense open subset and
v > 0 a real number. Then there exists a family (p : U → S, u : U → X¯)
of normal cycles on X¯ parametrized by a smooth algebraic variety S with
finitely many irreducible components such that
(1) every normal cycle W¯ → X¯ such that Ldim W¯ · W¯ ≤ v appears as a
fiber of p, and
(2) the map p|u−1(X) : u
−1(X)→ S is a topological fiber bundle.
Proof. Same proof as [Kol95, Proposition 2.8], but replacing Chow(X¯) with
the union of those (finitely many) irreducible components consisting in cycles
W in X¯ that satisfy Ldim W¯ · W¯ ≤ v. 
Corollary 4.2. Let X¯ be a normal complex projective variety equipped with
an ample line bundle L. Let LZ be a torsion-free Z-local system of rank
r defined on a Zariski-dense open subset X ⊂ X¯. For any real number
v > 0, there are, up to conjugation by an element of Gl (r,Z), only finitely
many subgroups of Gl (r,Z) obtained as the monodromy group of the local
system induced by L on w−1(X) for a normal cycle w : W¯ → X¯ such that
Ldim W¯ · W¯ ≤ v.
4.2. Setting. We fix an irreducible normal complex projective variety X¯,
a big line bundle L on X¯ and a torsion-free Z-local system LZ on a Zariski-
dense open subsetX ⊆ X¯ . Throughout this section we assume that the local
system LZ is large. Recall that a local system LZ on an algebraic variety X
is called large if its pullback LZ|Y := f
∗LZ by any non-constant algebraic
map f : Y → X is non-trivial [Kol95].
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Proposition 4.3. A local system that underlies a C-VPHS whose associated
period map has discrete fibres is large.
Proof. Indeed, a C-VPHS on an algebraic variety is trivial if (and only if) the
underlying complex local system is trivial, cf. [Sch73, Theorem 7.24]. 
4.3. Reduction to the case where L is ample. Let X¯ , L and LZ as in
Theorem 1.13. By noetherianity, one has B+(L) =
⋂
j
Supp(Dj) for a finite
number of effective divisors Dj ⊂ X¯ such that Aj := L
⊗nj(−Dj) is ample
for an integer nj > 0. Therefore, given an integer n and a closed irreducible
subvariety Z¯ ⊂ X¯(n) whose projection is not contained in B+(L), one has
πn(Z¯) 6⊂ Dj for some j, so that
volX¯(n)|Z¯((π
∗
nL)
⊗nj ) ≥ volX¯(n)|Z¯(π
∗
nAj) = (π
∗
nAj)
dim Z¯ · Z¯.
It follows that the statement of Theorem 1.13 holds for L if it holds for the
Aj’s.
4.4. End of the proof of Theorem 1.13. From now on we assume that
L is ample. We need to prove that given a real v > 0, for any sufficiently big
positive integer n, every subvariety Z¯ of X¯(n) intersecting X(n) satisfies
Ldim Z¯ · Z¯ ≥ v. Equivalently, we need to prove that this holds for every
normal cycle Z¯ on X¯(n) whose image intersects X(n).
For every positive integer n, we denote by δ(X,n)(= δ(X,LZ, n)) the degree
of the map X(n) → X restricted to a connected component of X(n). This
is a well-defined number since the cover X(n) → X is Galois. If Y → X
is normal cycle on X, we denote by δ(Y, n) the positive integer δ(Y,LZ|Y , n).
For any normal cycle Y on X, the function n 7→ δ(Y, n) goes to infinity with
n, and this holds uniformly as follows.
Lemma 4.4. For any real v > 0, if H(v) denotes the set of normal cycles
Y → X on X of the form Y := w−1(X) for a normal cycle w : Y¯ → X¯ on
X¯ such that Ldim Y¯ · Y¯ ≤ v, then the function
n 7→ min{δ(Y, n) | (Y → X) ∈ H(v)}
goes to infinity with n.
Assuming the lemma for a moment, let us finish the proof of Theorem 1.13.
Fix v > 0. By lemma 4.4 there exists an integer Nv such that δ(Y, n) ≥ v
for every integer n ≥ Nv and every normal cycle Y → X on X of the form
Y := w−1(X) for a normal cycle w : Y¯ → X¯ on X¯ such that Ldim Y¯ · Y¯ ≤ v.
Let n ≥ Nv and Z¯ → X¯(n) be a normal cycle on X¯(n) whose image intersects
X(n), and let us prove that Ldim Z¯ · Z¯ ≥ v. Let Y¯ be the normalization of
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the image of Z¯ in X¯, so that Z¯ is an irreducible component of Y¯ (n). By the
projection formula we have the equality
Ldim Z¯ · Z¯ = δ(Y, n) · (Ldim Y¯ · Y¯ ).
Therefore, if Z¯ satisfies Ldim Z¯ · Z¯ ≤ v, then Ldim Y¯ · Y¯ ≤ v, which implies
δ(Y, n) ≥ v by the definition of Nv, and so finally L
dim Z¯ · Z¯ ≥ v again by the
preceding equality since Ldim Y¯ · Y¯ ≥ 1 by ampleness of L. This concludes
the proof.
Proof of lemma 4.4. We first prove that for a single normal cycle Y → X
the function n 7→ δ(Y, n) goes to infinity with n. Choosing a point y ∈ Y
and an isomorphism of Z-modules Ly ≃ Z
r, we get a monodromy repre-
sentation π1(Y, y) → Gl (r,Z) with image Γ ⊂ Gl (r,Z). A different choice
yields another monodromy subgroup Γ′ ⊂ Gl (r,Z) which is conjugated to
Γ by an element of Gl (r,Z). For any integer n, the positive integer δ(Y, n)
can be reinterpreted as the cardinal of the image of Γ by the morphism
Gl (r,Z)→ Gl (r,Z/nZ), therefore it tends to infinity with n (note that Γ is
infinite since LZ is large).
The full statement of lemma 4.4 follows similarly, since by proposition 4.2
there are, up to conjugation by an element of Gl (r,Z), only finitely many
subgroups of Gl (r,Z) obtained as the monodromy group of the local system
induced by L on w−1(X) for a normal cycle w : W¯ → X¯ such that Ldim W¯ ·
W¯ ≤ v. 
5. Ramification at infinity
Theorem 5.1. Let X¯ be a normal compact analytic space, and let L be a
Z-local system defined on the complementary X of a divisor D. Assume that
the monodromies of L around the irreducible components of D are infinite
and have eigenvalues of modulus 1.
For every prime number p, let X(p) be the finite e´tale cover of X that triv-
ializes the local system L ⊗Z Fp, and let X¯(p) be the normalization of X¯ in
the total ring of fraction of X(p).
Then, for almost all prime numbers p, the map πp : X¯(p)→ X¯ ramifies over
every irreducible component of D with an order divisible by p.
Proof. If p is a sufficiently big prime number, we need to prove that for
every disk (∆, 0) ⊂ (X¯,D) transverse to an irreducible component of D, the
restriction of πp to ∆
∗ := ∆− {0} takes place in a commutative diagram of
holomorphic maps:
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π−1p (∆
∗)
pip
|pi−1p (∆
∗)

// ∆∗
z 7→zp
zz✈✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
∆∗
Equivalently, we need to prove that p divides the degree of the connected
e´tale covers of ∆∗ obtained by restricting πp|pi−1p (∆∗) : π
−1
p (∆
∗) → ∆∗ to
any connected component of π−1p (∆
∗). Since the pullback of L ⊗Z Fp to
π−1p (∆
∗) is trivial, it is sufficient to prove that the order of the corresponding
monodromy matrix is divisible by p. Therefore, choosing an isomorphism
L 1
2
≃ Zn and letting T ∈ Gl (n,Z) be the corresponding monodromy matrix
of L restricted to ∆∗, we need to prove that for almost all prime numbers
p the order of the matrix (T mod p) ∈ Gl (n,Fp) is divisible by p. Since
by assumptions the eigenvalues of T have modulus one and T ∈ Gl (n,Z), it
follows from Kronecker’s theorem that the eigenvalues of T are some roots
of unity and we are done thanks to the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.2. If T ∈ Gl (n,Z) is a quasi-unipotent matrix of infinite order,
then for almost every prime number p the order of the matrix (T mod p) ∈
Gl (n,Fp) is divisible by p.
Proof of lemma 5.2. Let T = U · S be the Jordan-Chevalley decomposition
of T in Gl (n,Q), so that U and S are two commuting matrices in Gl (n,Q)
with U unipotent and S semisimple. Since T is quasi-unipotent, the matrix
S is of finite order. Note that this implies that U is different from the iden-
tity since T has infinite order by assumption.
Let p be a prime number. If p does not divide any of the denominator of
the coefficients of U or S, then both U and S can be viewed as elements of
Gl (n,Zp) and the factorization T = U · S holds in Gl (n,Zp). If moreover
p does not divide any of the coefficients of U − In, then the order of (U
mod p) equals pk for an integer k ≥ 1 thanks to the lemma 5.3 below. If
finally p does not divide the orderm of S, then (S mod p) is also of order m
by the the lemma 5.4. Therefore, for p big enough, the matrices (U mod p)
and (S mod p) are commuting and of coprime orders respectively pk and
m, hence their product (T mod p) is of order pk ·m. In particular p divides
the order of (T mod p) if p is sufficiently big. 
Lemma 5.3. If U ∈ Gl (n,Fp) is a unipotent element, then its order is a
power of p.
Proof. Let N = U − In ∈ Mat(n,Fp), so that by assumption N
n = 0. For
any integer k ≥ 1 we have the equality:
Up
k
= (Id+N)p
k
= In +
(
pk
1
)
·N +
(
pk
2
)
·N2 + . . .+
(
pk
n− 1
)
·Nn−1.
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For k bigger than the p-valuation of (n − 1)!, p divides all the
(pk
i
)
for
2 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, so that Up
k
= In and the order of U divides p
k.

Lemma 5.4. If p is any prime number and S ∈ Gl (n,Zp) is of finite order
m with p ∤ m, then (S mod p) ∈ Gl (n,Fp) is of order m too.
Proof. Let S ∈ Gl (n,Zp) of finite order m with p ∤ m. Assume by con-
tradiction that (Sk mod p) = In ∈ Gl (n,Fp) for some k < m. It follows
that a well-chosen power S′ of S is of order l for a prime number l 6= p
and satisfies (S′ mod p) = In ∈ Gl (n,Fp). From the equality (S
′)l = In
we get that (S′ − In) · (In + S
′ + . . . + (S′)l−1) = 0 in Gl (n,Zp). Since
In + S
′ + . . .+ (S′)l−1 reduces modulo p to the invertible matrix l · In, it is
in fact invertible in Gl (n,Zp). It follows that S
′ = In, a contradiction. 
6. Proof of Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2
Let LZ be a torsion-free Z-local system on a complex algebraic variety X.
Assume that LC underlies a variation of complex polarized Hodge structures
V = (LC,F
r
, h) whose period map has discrete fibres.
We first prove Theorem 1.1. Fix v > 0. We need to prove that for any suf-
ficiently big prime number p, every integral subvariety Y of X(p) satisfies
vol(Y ) ≥ v.
Clearly it is sufficient to treat the case where X is integral itself. Let us
check by induction on the dimension of X that it is sufficient to prove the
result when X is an irreducible smooth affine variety. There is nothing to
prove when dimX = 0. If dimX > 0, let H ⊂ X be a divisor containing
the singular locus of X and whose complementary X −H is affine. If p is a
prime number and Y is an irreducible subvariety of X(p), then
• either the projection of Y is contained H, so that Y ⊂ H ′(p) for an
irreducible component H ′ of H, and we are done by induction;
• either the projection of Y intersects X −H, so that a Zariski-dense
open subset Y o of Y is contained in (X − H)(p), and we conclude
using that vol(Y o) = vol(Y ).
Assume from now on that X is an irreducible smooth affine variety. Fix a
smooth projective variety X¯ and a normal crossing divisor D ⊂ X¯ such that
X¯ − D is identified with X. Let L¯V be the associated Griffiths parabolic
line bundle on (X¯,D). Since by assumption the associated period map has
discrete fibres, L¯V is ample modulo D, i.e. B+(L¯V) ⊂ D, cf. Proposition
2.4. Therefore L¯V(−ǫ ·D) is also ample modulo D for any sufficiently small
ǫ > 0. Fix such an ǫ. Then, thanks to Corollary 1.14 and Theorem 5.1, for
every sufficiently big prime number p:
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(1) every subvariety Z¯ of X¯(p) whose projection is not contained in
D = B+(L¯V(−ǫ ·D)) satisfies vol((π
∗
p(L¯V(−ǫ ·D)))|Z¯) ≥ v,
(2) the map πp : X¯(p) → X¯ ramifies over every irreducible component
of D with an order divisible by p, so that
π∗p(L¯V(−ǫ ·D))⊗O(E) = (π
∗
pL¯V)(−p · ǫ ·D)
for an effective divisor E ⊂ X¯(p) supported on D.
From now on, p is a prime number such that the two preceding proper-
ties are satisfied. Let Z¯ be a closed irreducible subvariety of X¯(p) whose
projection is not contained in D. Let Z˜ → Z¯ be a desingularization such
that the set-theoretic preimage DZ˜ of D by the composition of the maps
Z˜ → Z¯ → X¯(p)→ X¯ is a normal crossing divisor. From (2) and using that
((π∗pD)|Z˜)red = DZ˜ , we get the inequality
(π∗p(L¯V(−ǫ ·D)))|Z˜ ≤ (L¯V)|Z˜(−p · ǫ ·DZ˜).
Taking volumes of both sides and using (1), we get that
v ≤ vol((L¯V)|Z˜(−p · ǫ ·DZ˜)).
On the other hand, applying Theorem 1.6 to the C-VPHS on Z˜ −DZ˜ ob-
tained by pullback from V, and setting C = w
2·rkL
4 , we get the inequality
(L¯V)|Z˜ ≤ C · ωZ˜(DZ˜),
from which it follows that
vol((L¯V)|Z˜(−C ·DZ˜) ≤ vol(C · ωZ˜) = C
dimZ · vol(Z).
Finally, putting everything together, we get that v ≤ CdimZ ·vol(Z) as soon
as p · ǫ ≥ C, and this finishes the proof.
We now turn to the proof of Corollary 1.2. Fix an integer d > 0. For
simplicity, we can reduce as before to the case where X is a smooth irre-
ducible affine variety. Let pi : X
d → X denote the projection on the i-th
factor, SdX denote the d-th symmetric power of X and π : Xd → SdX
be the canonical map which realizes SdX as the quotient of Xd by the
natural action of the symmetric group Sd. Let also (X
d)o ⊂ Xd be the
complementary of the small diagonals and (SdX)o its image in SdX. Then
the induced finite e´tale map π : (Xd)o → (SdX)o is Galois for the group
Sd. There is a unique torsion-free Z-local system M on (S
dX)o such that
π∗M ≃ ⊕di=1p
∗
iLZ as Z-local systems on (X
d)o. (The stalk MP at the
point P = {x1, . . . , xl} ∈ (S
dX)o is equal to ⊕di=1(LZ)xi .) Moreover, MC
underlies by construction a C-VPHS whose associated period map has dis-
crete fibres, so that we are in position to apply Theorem 1.1 to (SdX)o and
M. Fix a prime number p and let C →֒ X(p) be a curve. A dominant
rational map C 99K P1 of degree d induces an non-constant rational map
P1 99K Sd(X(p)) that factorizes through (SdX)o(p) (in the last expression
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the p-level structure is taken with respect to M). But we know from The-
orem 1.1 that (SdX)o(p) cannot contain a curve of genus zero if p is big
enough. This finishes the proof.
7. Applications
7.1. Application to moduli of abelian varieties and curves. Given
two positive integers g and n, let Ag(n) denote the coarse moduli space
of principally polarized abelian varieties of dimension g with a symplectic5
level-n structure, and V be the variation of Hodge structures coming from
the relative cohomology in degree 1 of the universal family (when n ≤ 2
the variation V is only defined on a dense Zariski-open subset of Ag(n)). If
A¯g(n) denotes the first Voronoi compactification of Ag(n) andD the reduced
boundary divisor, then Shepherd-Barron [SB06, Theorem 4.1] proved that
for any positive rational number a the Q-line bundle LV(−a · D) is ample
exactly when n > 12 · a (see [Bru16, Section 4] for more details). Apply-
ing Corollary 1.11, we obtain yet another proof of the following result first
proved in [Bru16, Theorem 1.4] and [Cad18, Theorem 5].
Theorem 7.1. For any g ≥ 1 and any n > 6 · g, every subvariety of Ag(n)
is of general type.
We now deduce some new corollaries.
Corollary 7.2. Any curve in Ag(n) has gonality at least ⌈
n
6g ⌉.
Proof. This is a direct application of Weil descent: if K ⊂ L is a degree d
extension of characteristic zero function fields, then the Weil restriction of a
principally polarized abelian variety of dimension g with a level-n structure
is a principally polarized abelian variety of dimension d · g with a level-n
structure. Therefore, a curve in Ag(n) with gonality d yields a rational curve
in Ad·g(n) and the proof follows. 
A fortiori, since by the Brill-Noether theorem the gonality of a smooth pro-
jective curve C satisfies gon(C) ≤
⌊
g(C)+1
2
⌋
(with equality for C generic
of genus g(C)), we obtain a very short proof of the following effective ver-
sion of results of Noguchi [Nog91, Main Theorem 1] and Hwang-To [HT06,
Theorem 1.3]:
Corollary 7.3. Any curve in Ag(n) has genus at least ⌈
n
3g ⌉ − 1.
Remark 7.4. With a similar strategy, it is possible to obtain effective re-
sults analogous to Theorem 7.1 and Corollaries 7.2 and 7.3 for any Shimura
variety.
Thanks to the Torelli embedding, we get the following immediate corollary.
5 Considering symplectic level structures yields a connected component of the moduli
space with a level structure as in the rest of the text
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Corollary 7.5. If Mg(n) denotes the coarse moduli space of genus g curves
with a level-n structures (on their Jacobians), then any curve in Mg(n) has
gonality at least ⌈ n6g ⌉ and genus at least ⌈
n
3g ⌉ − 1.
7.2. Application to moduli spaces of polarized Calabi-Yau vari-
eties. Consider a smooth projective morphism f : X → M between com-
plex algebraic varieties (or more generally between separated finite type
Deligne-Mumford stacks). Fix a positive integer k and assume that the
period map associated to the variation of Hodge structures on the Z-local
system L := Rkf∗Z/(torsion) is quasi-finite. By a result of Griffiths [Gri70],
this is for example the case when the fibres of f have a trivial canonical bun-
dle. For any prime number p, we denote byM(p) the finite e´tale cover ofM
constructed from L ⊗Z Fp as in the introduction. Then applying Theorem
1.1 and Corollary 1.2, we get
Theorem 7.6. The minimal volume (resp. gonality) of an integral subva-
riety (resp. curve) of M(p) tends to infinity with the prime number p.
This applies in particular toM(p) the moduli stack of polarized Calabi-Yau
varieties equipped with a level-p structure, where by definition a level-p
structure on a smooth projective complex variety X of dimension d is a
basis of the Fp-vector space H
d(X,Fp).
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